[Tumor regression in malignant choroidal melanomas after transpupillary thermotherapy (TTT) versus ruthenium brachytherapy and sandwich therapy - a comparative analysis].
The aim of this study was to evaluate tumour regression in a large series of choroidal melanomas, which were treated with three different eye-sparing treatment modalities. Retrospective review of the treatment results in all eyes with malignant choroidal melanoma, which were treated in the University Eye Clinic of Mainz consecutively in the time span 1.1992 to 12.2000 with transpupillary thermotherapy (TTT, standard protocol Oosterhuis JA 1995), ruthenium brachytherapy (RB, tumor apex dose 150 Gy) or sandwich therapy (ST). One-step ST was defined as TTT followed by RB with 100 Gy tumor apex dose within 48 hours. The treatment of residual prominences with TTT secondary to RB after different time spans was called two-step ST. Follow-up was 2 years. 131 eyes with malignant choroidal melanoma (mean tumour thickness: 4.5 mm) were treated with RB (66 eyes), TTT (26 eyes) or ST (39 eyes). Preservation of the globe was achieved in 109 eyes (81 %). Local tumour control was found in small melanomas (prominence up to 3 mm) in 89 %, in large tumors (prominence 8 mm and higher) in 50 %. In a subgroup of small posterior melanomas (n = 70 eyes, prominence up to 4.5 mm, located posterior to the equator) local tumour control was noted in 91 %. The time span to reach local tumour control (Kaplan-Meier estimates) was the shortest after TTT (median: 20 weeks), compared with RB (48 weeks) and one-step ST (29 weeks). In choroidal melanomas the chance of local tumour control and preservation of the globe decreases with increase of the tumour prominence. In small choroidal melanomas with posterior location local tumour control was achieved significantly faster after TTT than after RB.